IMPORTANT NEW INFORMATION_UPDATED NEW ITEM
FORM with WERCSmart Assessment now AVAILABLE
ON CVSSUPPLIERS.com

ATTENTION SUPPLIERS
The UPDATED NEW ITEM FORM with
WERCSmart ASSESSMENT is now AVAILABLE
on CVSSUPPLIERS.com
As previously communicated, starting June 17, 2013, all New Item
Forms being submitted to CVS/pharmacy MUST include the completed
WERCSmart Assessment Form.
Go to CVSSUPPLIERS.com today for the latest version of the New Item
Form. Without a completed assessment, your New Item Form will be
referred back to you for required completion causing potential delays in
the New Item Setup Process.
RIGHT NOW is the best time to reach out to the CVSWERCSmart Team
at wercsinfo@cvscaremark.com with any questions regarding the
changes to the New Item Setup Process!

HELPFUL TIPS:
KNOW YOUR ITEMS: Being able to accurately answer the (4) four items on the questionnaire is a must.
BE PREPARED: Our previous communications provided resources for webinar training sessions and a
Product Registration Checklist to help you when compiling information on your product prior to
performing the product registration process. Use them! These resources can also be found on
cvssuppliers.com; click here: Regulatory Compliance.
If your company has never registered a product with WERCSmart, we strongly suggest coordinating with
all applicable departments to ensure going forward, the colleague filling out the New Item Form has the
support they need.
GIVE YOURSELF TIME: Compiling the information needed for the registration process can take a good
deal of time, but the actual item entry process of your information into WERCSmart can be completed in
30-45 minutes (or greater based on the complexity of your products formulation). The WERCSmart
Product Assessment performed by Wercs Professional Services can take 2 to 4 days once all item
information has been entered.
LAST RESORT: The Petition Process will be outlined in greater detail for those who contact us indicating
they have a product that meets the criteria, yet they cannot get the information necessary for
completing the Product Registration Process with WERCSmart. The Petition Application Process is
costly, and should be a last resort.
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